
Tales From The Amphitheatre 

By David McMahon 

 

Uncle Ray was kind of the family screw up.  We’d visit his house when we 

were up North.  Dad was always needed on some business trip so he’d leave 

us there.  The house was one of those caves people lived in where they 

couldn’t throw anything away; even the hall was stacked with books and 

magazines that towered floor to ceiling.  Countless piles were collapsed and 

sideways.  Sometimes it was even difficult to get the bathroom door shut.  He 

had these two huge oars in his bath, so long and heavy.  Uncle Ray said they 

were from a lifeboat.  I found that so exciting at the time but, when I think 

about it now, it’s terrifying.  Had he been in the lifeboat?  Did he narrowly 

escape certain death in arctic seas and row all the way home alone?  Did 

anyone die?  Could there be a lifeboat out there on a ship somewhere without 

oars?  I never asked, but I should have.  Uncle Ray’s stories were amazing. 

 His house had an immense, unbelievable garden straight from Narnia.  

Dad and Uncle Ray would have the longest talks inside so me, Jo and Alex 

would play out there in the wilderness.  Juliette was only little so was usually 

left to play on her own, always hurting herself and making us leave early.  

The garden was like a whole other world, so overgrown and unplanned, long 

left to evolve entirely on its own.  It was seamless with the countryside 

beyond save a flimsy wire fence at the far end that even I could climb, and 

limitless like it had its own vast lands and continents to discover.  My 

favourite spot was a small paved area near the house surrounded by trees.  It 

was thick with green moss in a crisscross pattern between grey stones and if it 

was dry you could sit there and forget everything.  Uncle Ray called it his 

Amphitheatre.  He’d roll out his war-torn trolley barbecue and we’d cook 

things on sticks.  He was a wine guy.  It’s hard to remember him without 

picturing him opening a bottle or sloshing some red into a thick glass. 

 The Amphitheatre was home to Uncle Ray’s stories.  He’d sit with us 

around the barbecue on mismatched folding chairs and slightly broken sun 



loungers telling tales of distant planets and long-forgotten civilizations.  

There was always a look in Uncle Ray’s eyes, like they were his…  I liked to 

think he’d been some kind of wanderer, roaming his secret lands and sitting 

at campfires; sharing stories with electric wizards and galactic pirates; a scribe 

charting their adventures in time and space. 

One night, in front of the licking flames in the otherwise inky darkness 

of the Amphitheatre, he told us his favourite tale.  Juliette was fast asleep in 

his lap and Alex was completely disinterested, far more preoccupied with his 

comics about Batman and The Joker.  Jo and I couldn’t wait. 

Uncle Ray drew us closer.  ‘Have I ever told you the story of Fior and 

Dente?’ he asked. 

 

* * * 

 

There was once a race of people as old as the universe.  They craved 

discovery more than anything else, and decided that life should be more than 

simply fishing, hunting and growing food.  They spent lifetimes voyaging to 

every corner of their pale blue world, sailing great seas and scaling the 

highest mountains, determined to uncover everything their planet had to 

offer.  Everything they saw and experienced was written down and recorded 

to pass on to their children, and long lists were kept of their greatest explorers 

and champions.  In time they built great libraries, huge vaults underground 

to store every journey in perfect detail.  They became like skyscrapers under 

the earth: high and wide in a fog of silver and electronic light; a jungle of steel 

and data.  Their thirst for travel grew and grew… they were obsessed!  The 

data vaults doubled in size, doubling again and again and before they knew it 

one great library filled their entire world, its inside carved out hollow like the 

shell of an Easter egg.  The lights glimmered bright inside, but the crust on the 

surface became thinner and thinner, its rivers and oceans swelling under 

unexplained storms and tornados.  The Great Library began to stall…  It 

needed more power than the Blue Planet could give. 



In a panic their best scientists scoured their files and data tapes to find 

what was wrong.  They forged new, ingenious Machines who could think for 

them, faster and harder than they ever could.  At last the Machines found the 

answer.  Their positronic minds had found a way to take the people beyond 

their planet into space…  Exploring the light and shade, the up and down.  

The travellers took to the stars in vast ships made of crystal, calling 

themselves The Skyknights.  So much to discover!  So much new knowledge!  

The Great Library flared back to life. 

 Dente was their most famous traveller.  He was a small man but told 

everyone he would be the first to map the entire universe.  Some said he was 

a genius but others thought he was flashy and ruthless.  Many mocked him, 

but paid a lethal price in return.  He became furious and mean, obsessed with 

travelling more than any other.  His greatest rival was Fior, a clever and 

inventive young man who was always at his heels.  Fior’s hair was jet black 

and he stood seven feet tall.  People said he was born when two suns collided, 

lighting the great fire in his eyes.  Fior had toiled day and night to build his 

own fleet, setting out into space on his own mission to map everywhere and 

everything. 

Dente couldn’t stand it.  He had to be the only one, the ultimate.  He 

played every dirty trick he knew to keep Fior down, but Fior fought back 

each time more determined than ever.   Dente was a cunning inventor so he 

set his mind to devising ever more devious ways to get ahead, creating all 

kinds of traps and mechanical monsters for Fior to overcome.  Do you see 

those stars above that curve round into pincers like a crab?  That was one of 

Dente’s fearsome machines left in wait, buried under vast nebula clouds in 

space to spring an ambush on Fior’s crystal fleet.  Fior new that if he could get 

just one ship under its shell the crab would be soft inside.  When he destroyed 

it from within he left its empty shell up in the night sky forever.  Fior battled 

Dente’s twisted creations for half a lifetime: a long, coiled cobra with two 

heads that he tricked into biting itself, a bottomless whirlpool that would eat 

entire suns and, see where those stars form a square?  That was Ursa, the 

great iron bear who could crush even the mightiest of ships between her jaws 



like they were wafers.  Fior chose not to kill her in their final battle, and 

instead urged Dente to set her free.  Dente was impressed, and agreed.  

Between them they claimed world after world, kingdom after 

kingdom, dimension after dimension, but soon it became clear that something 

was very wrong.  People were starting to mysteriously disappear.  There were 

rumours of entire crystal fleets being lost around the universe leaving titanic, 

empty hulks floating aimlessly through space.  You can see them all over the 

night sky in the stars, empty forever.  The crew of Dente’s command ship 

Pizarro were afraid.  Their scientists had begun to connect the disappearing 

crews with star travel itself.  They tried to warn Dente but he refused to listen, 

always shouting ‘Don’t talk to me!’ and returning to his darkened study, only 

to emerge again days later with new star maps to follow.  Strange rifts had 

been seen opening and closing in the heavens, sometimes stealing planets and 

suns into the darkness.  People in every galaxy were disappearing, some 

dying and others ceasing to exist, leaving strange gaps where they used to be 

in people’s minds. 

The Pizarro wasn’t immune to these strange forces.  It began losing its 

crew one by one.  Some became mysteriously ill and wasted away into 

nothing, while others became violent and wild, killing each other in 

uncontrollable madness.  Soon its vast halls became deathly quiet, the ship 

falling into ruins with only a handful of the crew left to keep its engines 

running.  With the help of the Machines Dente began to recreate the crew 

with robot copies, their positronic brains filled with downloaded memories 

and their bodies reconstructed to the last detail.  On the surface they seemed 

perfect in every way, but there was something missing behind their eyes. 

Laga, Dente’s second in command on The Pizarro and oldest friend, 

pleaded him to stop.  There had been an urgent message from the Blue Planet.  

The Ancients, who had been charged with the upkeep of the Great Library 

had called everyone back.  All travellers had to return home, and all inter-

dimensional travel was to be banned under pain of death.  It was the only 

way. 



Dente was furious.  He was so close, and now they wanted to take 

everything away from him?  With fury and haste, he returned to the Blue 

Planet was shocked by what he saw.  Only fragments of the world clung to 

the steel surface of the Great Library, hanging jagged in space surrounded by 

a thin cloud of sulphuric gasses glowing like a faded streetlamp.  The people 

no longer lived there, having long been evacuated to the planet’s moons 

where they were forced to eat giant, vicious insects and the germs they found 

under rocks.  The Ancients were cold and unsympathetic to Dente’s rage.  

Their decision had been made. 

With tears in his eyes, Dente drew his crystal blade and killed them 

one by one. 

There was a titanic battle in space.  Crystal warships battled crystal 

warships in blinding blazes of star-fire, cannons tearing people and ships 

apart and scattering them all through the dark.  Fior, having assembled a fleet 

from all the remaining travellers who were left, fought Dente head on.  Dente 

was crazed, seeming even less human than his crews of robots, each one with 

the face of a friend but with nothing else behind.  The rebel fleets fell one by 

one, just as the Ancients had.  In the final battle Fior and Dente fought one-

on-one, their long crystal blades flashing wildly around the bridge of The 

Pizarro.  The war had made Dente broad and powerful, towering high over 

Fior and beating him down without mercy.  Fior’s blade spun away and 

smashed. 

‘Ready the cannons,’ Dente instructed his crew, the point of his sword 

under Fior’s chin.  ‘Destroy the Great Library on my command.’ 

Fior’s face looked old and scarred, his lips cut and his cheeks sunken 

from decades of battle.  ‘But it’s everything we are,’ he cried, the fire still 

burning in his eyes. 

But Dente laughed.  He looked eager, excited.  ‘We can destroy it and 

fill another with everything we’ve seen,’ he said, ‘You and I.  It can say 

anything we want it to.’ 

Fior’s crew were dead.  His sons, his daughters; strewn around the 

bridge slain in the final battle.  ‘And if there’s no one left to tell?’ he said. 



Dente looked over at Laga’s body, soaked in blood and her eyes 

unseeing.  ‘I can bring her back,’ he said lifting Fior’s face with the end of his 

blade, ‘just like all the others.’  And then he killed him. 

It only took a day to destroy the great library.  Dente’s androids began 

a second, with plans for it to be twice the size, already filling it with tales of 

Dente’s noble adventures…  Of how he’d kept freedom alive and saved the 

universe from the crushing talons of oppression.  The Pizarro finally set sail 

again.  At long last Dente could disappear into his study once again. 

Yet it was different now.  He found the universe increasingly empty, 

travelling for years before he could find any other life, and even then it would 

take far longer to find more.  The further he travelled, the emptier it became.  

Planets held vast, deserted cities and desolate roads, vast spaceports and 

orbiting stations were silent.  What remained of his human crew became 

restless and angry, fighting a brutal mutiny to take over the ship, only to be 

massacred by Laga and her merciless android crewmates, clinically clearing 

and copying the bodies so that travel could resume again. 

Dente was crushed.  He would visit Fior’s body every single day, 

perfectly preserved in a mausoleum he’d built in the depths of the ship.  He 

tried to copy him over and over again, but even with all his skill and 

knowledge and the help of all his Machines, the Fior androids never lived 

longer than a week. 

All he had left was to explore the darkness. 

The last man in the universe. 

 

* * * 

 

That story stayed with me for years.  As a child I’d thought it was a great 

adventure, running around in a helmet as Fior The Skyknight, seven feet tall 

fighting mechanical bears and demons.  Dad would tell me to sit down and 

stop making so much noise…  To empty my head of such nonsense.  But as I 

got older, it got increasingly difficult to separate the story from Uncle Ray.  

Was that how he saw himself?  A man with fire in his eyes, riding the frontier, 



fighting against all odds?  Did he really see his flaws and addictions as titanic 

machines in the clouds?  What really started to trouble me was that, in the 

end, Fior lost.  He was the strongest, the bravest, but somehow he still lost 

everything.  Is that all life would be, a struggle we can never win?  Why 

would you even tell a story like that, especially to kids? 

Then the killer blow finally came.  One night, as cold as anything, Jo 

told me that Uncle Ray had never been Fior at all.  ‘He was Dente all along, 

didn’t you know?’  I dismissed it at first but then, one bite at a time, it took 

hold of me. 

We visited him less and less, and I was glad.  Eventually all I heard of 

him, through closed doors, were about amassing debts and the sound of 

Dad’s angry voice on the phone.  My memories of the house and the garden 

became steadily scrawled out, replaced with thoughts of Uncle Ray sitting 

alone in the dark with his wine. 

 

About a week ago, the day before my twenty-eighth birthday, I got a phone 

call from my dad.  ‘Your Uncle Ray has died.  The funeral is this Friday.’  He 

couldn’t have been very old.  Late fifties maybe?  Sixty at most.  I really didn’t 

want to go.  The thought of a half-empty crematorium full of tactical silences 

and eggshell anecdotes was an unpleasant one, but I still went.  I had to.  I 

never wore suits so was I glad it still fitted.  We were all there: Alex and his 

family, Jo on his own (his current wife ‘didn’t do’ family things), Juliette with 

Astrid, her wee girl, mum and dad. 

There would have been nowhere to sit if we hadn’t had chairs reserved 

at the front.  A strange energy was in the air.  Everyone was chatting, happy.  

Juliette said the last time she saw him was at Jo’s wedding, about three years 

ago.  She’d expected the worst, but he’d really cleaned up.  There was no 

stubble, no drama, he was on the virgin cocktails (his words) and even joked 

about getting through the whole day without a police escort.  My face grew 

hot thinking about the great lengths I’d gone to avoid talking to him that 

night.  Heart failure, the minister said, at the age of fifty-nine.  Published 



author and screenwriter.  I looked over at Dad, who was stone-faced as ever.  

He’d never mentioned that. 

The big house and garden had been sold long ago.  Dad said there 

wasn’t a Will.  There hadn’t been anything to give away.  Nobody cared, 

happy to be sharing their stories of him instead.  Uncle Ray had definitely 

kept good company.  There were some real characters at the funeral.    At the 

pub afterwards people were singing and playing the piano and trumpets and 

all sorts.  I even found out he’d been mean on the banjo.  ‘Aye, the hairy 

banjo!’ shouted Willie the trumpet player.  When the afternoon was over I felt 

strangely uplifted.  All his friends treated us like we were locals, like it was 

Hogmanay and we were leaving the party early.  ‘Stay!  Stay!’ they all 

shouted.  ‘One more before ye go!’ 

Halfway out the door I noticed something in the pub windowsill.  It 

was a red, dog-eared paperback wedged between a romantic novel and a 

book about pub card games.  I drew it out, let the family walk on a little and 

opened it.  The foreword read For my brother James.  It was ‘Tales From The 

Amphitheatre’ by Raymond Wheeler. 


